
Nearly 6am and I have yet to be away to my bed to sleep....those whom ken (know) dinnae 
sleep it is said....and those whom have been through their own version of things on in the 
world behind the scenes that few ken (know) of yet many are awakening to, nae only cannae 
sleep, they also struggle with whether it is time to share the story untold....the story of a life 
full of being harmed, abused,tortured and worse by forces on this earth that nae anyone can 
fathom and a story that only in part hath been shared yet never fully for fear of a target upon 
her or the ones she loves head...and yet even through it all she still hath risen above such and 
healed from and helps so many even now with all that is on (in the world) for she has been 
through such....yet so many now are so supportive where for so many a year she had nae 
support as so many are awakening now, so many more understand and are free from judging, 
just simply there holding yer hand....speak even if yer voice shakes....for we all have a voice and
the power is with Source/God, and within....Love rather than fear....Love Never Fails, Love 
always wins....to be continued.... ~💜💜💜💜
https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10218911891686319 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   OMG! WOW! Well this just only confirms my story even further now! 
https://www.itv.com/news/2020-05-04/minister-conor-burns-resigns-after-attempting-to-intimidate-
member-of-public-using-privileged-status/  I ken (know) damn well right he dinnae resign due to
this! Whence ye here my story and even ye may remember me sharing this with ye whence I 
was first here in this country....this bloke is from and in Bournemouth which is a HAVEN for 
sex/human trafficking and I lived (stayed) there for a time....and is REALLY the reason he 
resigned! Wow! Talk about confirmation eh!
Remember Wayne Dyer's book with the monarch butterfly and his story of it....this is why I 
shared with ye in my audio message I sent ye a fortnight or so gone now that Hayhouse, 
Wayne, Deepak, all of them even Beckwith are being MK Ultra or part of the cabal as well 
https://youtu.be/_MRJKp5cxb4  this video shows the monarch butterfly and is the extended 
version of what I sent ye via email of the shorter version and also goes with what I sent ye of 
my story of what they have tried to do with me. My former husband always used to say how 
calm I was during a trauma whether it was me it was happening to etc. Well it is a gift but for 
me it is a multi~dimensional gift nae through disassociation and that is why they seek after 
me classic MKUltra https://twitter.com/BeachMilk/status/1256928748219314177 
And the reason mine is multi~dimensional rather than disassociation is because I never 
experience the fluttering they do. What the cabal dinnae like is that I have the ability to heal it 
as I did so they dinnae have power over me anymore and also I have the ability to help others 
to heal as well and that is one of many reasons why they have sought after me. why do ye think
Bruce Lipton speaks of imaginal cells?....butterfly anyone?
Monarch is also for another reason besides the butterfly....the Queen, monarch....the elites who 
feel they are above us in the heirarchy, who is at the top of a heirarchy? The monarch, aka 
crown, aka corona, aka corona virus, aka it all goes back to the crown! And the mirrors they 
speak of in the video....they are for me of multi~dimensional consciousness within integration 
(rather than fragmentation as they use it for) as I Am integrated despite all the times they 
tried to fragment me I healed such and they could never break me and that is why they seek 
me as well
https://youtu.be/NA4PbspxFvE 
https://youtu.be/IUOTwKuxWb4  this is good, about remote viewingish but nae anywhere close 
to what I do nor teach yet it is confirmation of what I share of my story in the audio I sent ye

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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To understand my most recent post before this one (see post below here on my timeline) is to 
understand deeply a new way of seeing. For some of ye may remember at the beginning of all 
that is on right now in the world that I shared that the reason I Am so calm, centred, and able 
to handle everything that is occurring with us all in the world is because I hath already been 
through my own version of this (and far worse) which has me have a deeper understanding of 
what everyone is experiencing. It takes deep understanding, compassion, and experience first 
hand to be able to deeply understand, have compassion through that experience. Without it, 
there is nae context. As is said in Shamanic Native Traditions, to walk a mile in someone's 
moccasins is to understand....for it is said that the truth cannae be told, it is to be shown, ie to 
mean, experienced....
How does one share such experiences without an understanding, compassion, and experience 
of such experiences? 
Do people really understand now what these lockdowns have been all about and why they are 
really happening?
Can people understand things like sex trafficking, human trafficking, torture, enslavement, 
being sought after as a TI (targeted individual) due to yer spiritual gifts (and other reasons), 
what knowledge/wisdom ye ken (know) that they feel can somehow help them to win and 
harm others~ ruining yer life, reputation, taking away yer home, family, everything and 
everyone that ever meant or means anything to ye to the point of them even taking yer life (of 
which ye hath come back from death many times) all because that is their agenda is to harm 
ye and all of humanity?
Have people heard of Q? (links to such that I dinnae have in original post 
https://qmap.pub/ 
https://qposts.online/ 
https://qanon.pub/ 
https://qalerts.app/ 
https://qanon.news/Q/ )
The ache in my heart is nae just for humanity, for me, it is personal....
Those whom ken (know) cannae sleep....
yet our greatest power comes from rising above into Love, to heal, integrate, and to 
speak/share, in taking our power back from those who seek to silence us or worse....
....to be continued....~💜🙏💜🙏
https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10218914504311633 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Feeling secure and protected is vitally important....I used to use the word safe and still do, yet 
mean it in another way for I have long understand since I was wee that they use safe to mean 
something far different....

....there is a Cherokee proverb that says the highest calling for a Divine Feminine Goddess 
woman is to bring a man to his soul again & again, and the highest calling for a Divine 
Masculine man is to protect woman so that she is free to roam the earth....

....what do ye do whence all yer life ye feel ye nae had anyone protecting ye? Ye end up staying 
silent as a form of protecting yerself, kenning (knowing) the only one who will ever protect 
ye/save ye is Source/God and yerself. Many are reawakening to the ancient ways....

https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10218914504311633
https://qanon.news/Q/
https://qalerts.app/
https://qanon.pub/
https://qposts.online/
https://qmap.pub/


....so that the Divine Masculine man once again is our protector nae out of dependency or 
neediness on our part, yet because it is what is right. Love/Source/God always is and does 
what is right in following his/her heart....so too are we to be....

....some moments it takes a long time to heal whence ye follow yer heart which is of 
God/Source/Love's heart only to find ye are harmed even more....clearing yer mind and 
healing into yer heart once more to understand they are deeply wounded within them.... 

....to harm another as they do. It dinnae excuse/condone their behaviours, yet it gives ye an 
understanding, compassion, mercy. Hurt people hurt people Lost souls whom have forgotten 
Source/God & who we are made in that image/likeness of the sacredness we all are, hurt 
others....

....forgive them for the ken (know) nae what they do Jesus said....a tall order perhaps, yet wise 
words to live by and vital for healing....to be continued.... ~💜🙏💜🙏
https://twitter.com/NenariLemuria/status/1257362095492009986 
https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10218916789888771 
Video to go along with this L.I.E. (Love Intention Experiment) https://youtu.be/GIcqd3vGbzc 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

....to continue from my previous posts (please see the last 7 other posts on my timeline below 
of both links and my sharings personally)....
Predictive programming....they have been telling us all along of how they would control 
us....future proves past....ever seen the film Deja Vu?....
What if there was the ability to see into what we call the future and affect the timelines in the 
past/present? What if there is nae past or future and they are all just simply occurring 
simultaneously multi~dimensionally right here right now at once as I have been writing of, 
teaching etc for over 35 year plus now? What if I ken (know) this because I have a unique 
ability that all of us actually have (yet some of us more than others yet has yet to be fully 
awakened in all of humanity that whence it is is the greatest threat to their agenda for global 
population control/manipulation/annihilation) that can actually see that in the Akasha 
(Akashic Records) and then to make choices to guide those timelines from what we have 
already chosen as souls before this life or any other? What if this gift she chooses to (and has 
chosen since birth to) utilise to benefit humanity in awakening them to their gifts of such 
rather than their agenda which causes her to be a threat to their agenda? What if she had to 
hide much of this for all these years and teach on the QT (quiet, q tip) to keep herself and 
those she loves safe yet they have done everything to silence that even still (as per previous 
posts)?
This is a gift I was born with, came here with, been doing since I was a wee lass....
Ever heard of Project Looking Glass and Project Montauk?
What if there was someone on this earth that they could use without having to use the 
apparatus of the looking glass or montauk chair who could see, experience, know the 
outcomes of humanity and these timelines? Can ye understand why she would be sought after 
as a TI (Targeted Individual) to use her for their benefit to harm all of humanity to see if they 
would win as per my other 7 posts below in my timeline here (particularly whence the other 
'psychics' could nae see such and whence those apparatuses were taken from them)?....Do ye 
wonder how and why Trump came into office and what his true mission is? Have you heard of 
Q?
Through the Looking Glass....to be continued....~💜🙏💜🙏
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https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10218924280156023 
https://twitter.com/NenariLemuria/status/1257652150739636226 

https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10218923680581034  Plague

https://youtu.be/l1VMLtJXhdc My video on this and links related to it below~
Future proves past
Through the Looking Glass and Chair
Let me take you there
We have it all

In one of my most important videos I have ever done, I share all about Project Looking Glass 
and Project Montauk and what their roles are now during this time
Links related to this video~
http://projectcamelotportal.com/ 
http://projectcamelot.org/index1.html 
http://www.projectavalon.net/ 
http://projectcamelot.org/project_looking_glass.html 
https://www.youtube.com/user/jagbodhi 
https://www.ranker.com/list/facts-about-time-travel-and-the-montauk-project/jacob-shelton 
https://stealthskater.com/Documents/LookingGlass_2.pdf  
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO.htm#LookingGlass 
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/time_travel/project_lookingglass.htm 
http://www.v-j-enterprises.com/montauk.html 
https://www.coasttocoastam.com/ 
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread34668/pg1 
https://youtu.be/TBF7WTDMboM  (part of Kerry Cassidy's interview which ye can find on 
project camelot website that I came into just this version recently)
https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2015/12/project-looking-glass-time-lensing/ 
https://www.auricmedia.net/forbidden-technology-part-ii-project-looking-glass/ 
https://www.exopolitics.org/project-looking-glass-the-q-anon-deep-state-temporal-war/ 
https://reciprocalsystem.org/around-unexpected-corners 
https://www.crystalinks.com/montauk.html 
https://www.matrixdisclosure.com/montauk-project-philadelphia-experiment/ 
http://diamondlady1025.blogspot.com/2007/02/activating-8th-gate-in-each-moment.html 
https://youtu.be/PLx4gtVkdWs Oh this video is BEYOND confirming in SO many ways! In 
addition to confirming what I already do within my gifts as well! Trump is hated by the cabal 
for the same reason as I Am, our multi~dimensional time travelling gifts. This is how I access 
the Akasha as well! 
http://community.omtimes.com/profiles/blogs/vagus-nerve-the-key-to-vibrant-healing-and-well-
being 
https://www.elephantjournal.com/2019/07/sound-healing-the-soulsong-of-all-life/ 
https://www.elephantjournal.com/2019/07/light-language-lightcodes-singing-our-soulsong/ 
https://www.facebook.com/Nenari 
https://twitter.com/NenariLemuria 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

This will be my 10th post upon this since I began this journalling here to all of ye a few day 
gone. Please see the other 9 posts below here on my timeline for more....so to continue....
I invite ye to understand something deeply please, what I Am sharing here is nae just what I 
have seen, it is what I have experienced....and wisdom that I ken (know) of both in experience 
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of my gifts first hand, connections with Source itself, the Akasha and other multi~dimensional
beings, as well as, research of over 35 plus year....direct experience in being attacked as well in 
being a TI (targeted individual)....understand what I share below of all my previous posts is 
nae just things I have seen online as many of ye have, I have actually experienced this....where 
my life in many ways has been harmed due to all of this....and it is finally time to begin to share
my story and knowledge/wisdom....I take risk in doing such, this is nae easy for me....to be 
continued....~💜🙏💜🙏

https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10218935907086689 
https://twitter.com/NenariLemuria/status/1258013913976909824 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

To continue from my previous posts (please see my timeline below of all my posts related to 
this)....
....so what are the life lessons (or as we say in soul, soul rememberings remembered) from all 
that is on now in this world?....what did I learn from being harmed by the cabal as I was?....
Standing for freedom, truth, and Love means nae about dependence/co~dependence nor 
independence as both are extremeisms that are unintegrated and imbalanced. It is 
interdependence that is the middle path that is important. Interdependence is beyond the 
overused saying of we are all One. It is a deep understanding, inner knowing, feeling, emotion 
that because we are all made of the same vibrational frequency energy that God/Source is, 
that truly I Am ye, and ye, are me and therefore I cannae harm ye without also harming me as 
we are connected, bonded, One. Therefore we are to be as Jesus shared with us, loving one 
another, taking one another as if they are us, as they ARE us. Taking one another as if they are 
God/Source incarnate, for they ARE, WE ALL ARE.

The cabal are souls whom have lost their way and forgotten who God/Source is and forgotten 
that we are all One in this way. And as such we are to as Jesus said (and as I wrote below in my 
other posts) to forgive them for they dinnae ken (don't know) what they do, to mean what I 
write above of how they hath lost their way. Does this mean that justice is to nae be served for 
crimes against all of humanity which also includes me and what they have done? Nae. Justice 
IS to be and will be served! Yet done so in mercy as I shared in my video (if ye nae hath seen it 
link is below in my other posts below on my timeline here)....

What this lesson or soul remembering means as well as we are to look deep within to see 
where we all each of us hath done the same as the cabal and forgotten our fellow humans, 
forsaken them and nae seen them as part of us or better said as us or as God/Source/the 
Master Artist is. Through our choice in nae taking responsibility (responseability, ability to 
respond in, through, as Love/God/Source) we have unconsciously and in some ways 
consciously allowed the separation that the cabal have indoctrinated into us to rule us all 
causing fear and harm to one another. 

Even now with this 'virus' people are afraid to get to close to one another for fear of 'infecting' 
people. And in doing such, the cabal win because that is what they want is to keep us 
separate/divided and alone. Our true power is in being better together. Even if ye get some 
virus (which yer body has the incredible ability to heal from as it has millions of viruses in our 
bodies everyday and it heals itself naturally just as a cut does WHENCE ye give it the proper 
nutrition and things it needs and stop giving such that harms it and detox from such harmful 
things prior given) what is it are ye willing to stand for? Are ye willing to stand for or risk 
infection and even maybe becoming ill or dying for LIFE, to be able to LIVE and enjoy life 

https://twitter.com/NenariLemuria/status/1258013913976909824
https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10218935907086689


again? Even those we may live with could become ill, doth that mean we will spend out our 
lives living in some alone bubble allowing the cabal to win never going anywhere nor being 
with anyone again? Is THAT REALLY living?! Did ye nae risk yer life every day, every moment, 
as ye moved around to work or the pub or to have a cuppa with friends etc anyway knowing 
(albeit unconsciously perhaps) that ye could get a virus etc sitting on that toilet in the 
restaurant etc? Did that EVER stop ye from living THEN? WHY should it now?! SO many are 
afraid of dying that they forget to LIVE and HOW to live in deeply meaningful ways within 
what truly matters! We hath live for FAR to long like the walking dead having only lived half 
assed lives most of us on this earth, being enslaved to a consciousness that promotes 
separation, harm to ourselves and one another, dependency/co~dependency or independence
so hard fast that we deny our true connection to, for, with one another and instead favour 
service to self rather than being OF service to one another, consumerism, all soul draining 
qualities that take our power and give it to the cabal. Do we REALLY want the cabal to win that
way? 

This is about all of us taking back our power we hath given away and to stand....stand for 
togetherness in MEANINGFUL ways, to let go of addictions, distractions, and to REALLY LIVE 
in MEANINGFUL WAYS! To have deep meaningful, intimate conversations, connections and to 
take one another as us, as GOD (the Gift Of Divinity) we all are and to stand for that truth, that 
Love, that peace, that appreciation of, for, and with one another! To stop allowing the 
governments of the world and other people to tell us how we are to live and to begin to create 
a life of our own and together where we take responsibility (respondability, ability to 
respond) for our health, our well being, our livelihood without dependency/co~dependency 
on the government to take care of us. I applied just to see if I could get the EIP in America 
(which is supposed to be free money for ALL whom were born there it nae matters) and 
because of the failed system it is, it said I could nae get it as I owed some first time homebuyer 
payment and I dinnae even own a home! Yet I was appreciative that I nae qualified for it as 
only once did I ever even qualify for anything and that was my death 4 1/2 year gone and to be
faire I appreciate that I never have as it helped me to stand in my own power and as hell as it 
has been I made a LIFE for myself and LIVE happier than I ever did with depending upon my 
former husband or abusive family etc for such over the years. I co~create together with those 
whom I assist and I Am there for them and they for me in interdependence where we take one 
another as one another, as God/Source would. Do I live some luxurious life with riches galore? 
Nae. Yet all my needs are met just as I meet the needs of those whom I help in spiritual 
mentoring, counsel, etc. as God/Source always provides, the meek shall inherit the earth. It is a
win win for all and I may nae be rich in having a house or a car or other such things BUT I Am 
rich beyond measure in a life I LOVE and LOVE to LIVE! 

I hath been through utter HELL in my life in what the cabal has done to me….and yet I have 
integrated and healed those fragmented parts into wholeness, into Love/Source/God itself. 
Through this and much more than I can ever even share. And as I said in my video, perhaps I 
shall share more of that in time….yet for now, what I choose to leave ye with just now is this 
above here and invite ye to really come into these questions~
1. Can I see and embrace the shadows within me, within others, within even the cabal whom 
have harmed all of humanity and come into healing those fragmentations and seek help with 
this as needed?
2. Can I truly take within me another as me, as Source/God so that I nae harm another ever 
again for as I do I Am also harming me? Can I really get that, experience that to the core of my 
being?
3. Can I walk a mile in another’s moccasins to ken (know) how deeply hurting within them 
they are to harm me and others?



4. Can I stop harming myself with harmful thoughts, toxic things put into my body temple and 
begin to integrate and heal this?
5. Can I move from fear into Love and REALLY LIVE? And how can I be and do that right here, 
right now in appreciation of and for LIFE and ALL of life including me?

Things like free energy, the ability to live freely without being bound to money, debt, slavery, 
harm IS possible and IS coming! Are ye REALLY ready to take full responsibility (ability to 
respond, respondability) for yer life and the lives of all humanity each of us as One to really be 
able to embrace it all in spiritual maturity in honour and reverence for it and one another so 
as to nae harm? We are SO much more powerful than we realeyes! It is what we be and do 
with that power in responsibility (ability to respond, respondability) to, for, and with that 
power of God/Source within us and how we care take for ourselves and one another that will 
determine our ability to harness that power responsibly~ ability to respond to, from, in, and 
within Love/God/Source as God does. Are ye ready to be and do such? Are ye ready to stand 
for this? And to truly respond nae matter what the outcome is of life, death, or whatever 
inbetween come what may of these consequences of your and our choices? We hath been 
living with such all this time of such consequences unknowingly, can ye consciously choose 
now? Awakened choices! Choosing as Love/God chooses?
May this Flower Full Moon guide ye in Love/God/Source always, in all ways in what would 
Love/God/Source do, say, and be now….to be continued….~💜🙏💜🙏

https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10218958417169427 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

To continue from all my posts here on my timeline below as of recent (please go back through 
the last 15 or so posts here on my timeline as I share my story....) something I posted on tritter 
back on 04 May that I added to just now that I will share here now~
The cabal through people like Obama, Trudeau, and others allow things like this to occur 
https://ihrp.law.utoronto.ca/voices-inside-detention-luc%C3%ADa-vega-jim%C3%A9nez  with nae
repercussions. It will never be known that she was more than likely murdered and that the 
reason she was afraid to go back to Mexico is....because she was being sex/human trafficked 
and still to this day nothing has been done in Canada, in America, or worldwide. Innocents 
harmed. I ken (know) I Am one....this and more....the only thing that kept me going through it 
all is my faith in God/Source. Innocents whom are harmed, who are silenced and nae longer 
have a say, meanwhile other illegal ones whom sex traffic, human traffic, and worse roamed 
the earth free until recently. Nae all illegal people come into countries just cuz....And the 
reason why I ken (know) of her story is because I have an indirect tie to her and her 
story....and I was one of the ones who helped to break her story to the world, since she had nae
voice. Yer voice matters! for all those whom cannae speak!....to be continued....~💜🙏💜🙏

https://twitter.com/NenariLemuria/status/1257164847264993292 
https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10218967673640833 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

....to continue with my posts as of late (please see my last nearly 20 posts here on my timeline 
related to my story below)....much as General Flynn, I too have been through similar (and 
worse in some cases) at the hands of the cabal (please refer to my posts below here in my 
timeline having to do with human/sex trafficking and more) this link here may shock some of 
ye, yet the world is to ken (know) what the cabal (beginning with this video are capable of) 
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American White House press secretary said the other day in her press briefing that if they can 
do this to General Flynn they can do this to ye....well they did do such to me and much worse! 
For any of ye who dinnae ken (don't know) of Q and who still think this virus is about just that,
it is about SO much more than that! Please watch this link and understand (and there is even 
more to this than just this video, this is only the beginning) https://youtu.be/BGw-SSsAoiA ....to 
be continued....~💜🙏💜🙏

https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10218977482006036 
https://twitter.com/NenariLemuria/status/1259456086052134917 
https://www.facebook.com/100002920057403/videos/3145968522177119/ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Do all of ye remember in my post here about NESARA/GESARA 
https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10219011284011065  This is something I have 
known about for 30 year gone now, yet is now hitting the Light of day for the masses, so....Ever 
wonder why all the seals in America, UK, and around the world were taken down? Did you 
know this (see links below? this applies to America yet each country in the world whose seals 
were/are gone this also applies to)~
http://u.pc.cd/gjJotalK  video on this
https://www.byronwine.com/FILES/1871.pdf 
https://twitter.com/MrBOTUS_520/status/1290116672016138241 Update to Act of 1871 
(original post was here but got censored 
https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1224088728106348551)
https://operationdisclosure1.blogspot.com/2020/03/nesaragesara-law-that-would-change-
our.html 
https://www.gmeiutility.org/index.jsp  go to search and type in yer Social Insurance number 
and see the assets they are incurring of debt against yer person (mine has nearly 45,000)
https://youtu.be/RDM3XNxpmiQ 
https://youtu.be/fKr2rbHtoSQ 
https://youtu.be/rtT0BVhVLdc 
https://youtu.be/e4KNxgWY5yg 
https://youtu.be/QAm135uz_9w  
https://youtu.be/Qv0QG63ORkA 
https://youtu.be/GC-HvCPsngw 

....to be continued.... ~💜🙏💜🙏
https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10219074311946724 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Understand and ken (know) this my beautiful facebook Soul Family~ As most of ye hath seen 
from my recent video I did on youtube (if ye nae saw it scroll through my timeline here below 
to see the link for it and also all of my posts related to it also below) this of #ObamaGate and 
the Cabal is personal for me and I have been silent all these years for a damn good reason and 
only now feel safe enough to start sharing such things. Whilst I hold in my heart compassion 
for these beings whom have harmed me personally and countless others, some of ye who are 
nae awake to all this are just beginning on this path of it, please ken (know) I Am here for ye 
for it is because I have been through such hell that makes this lockdown and what it really 
means like a walk in the park for me compared to the hell I have suffered at their hands yet 
gives me the ability to help those whom need it now in awakening to this simply because I 
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https://youtu.be/BGw-SSsAoiA


have been there and I have healed/integrated through it. Also make nae mistake that whilst I 
do hath compassion for such harmful beings and forgive them for they dinnae ken (know not) 
what they do, at the same moment, justice with mercy for ALL of them is to occur and will 
occur! And right now more than ever, we are to anchor both the Light of Love we are as Soul 
Consciousness together as One, standing for that Love, in that Love, and BEing that Love and 
all its attributes of loving kindness, compassion, caring, giving, showing another you love them
and telling them, co~creation, co~operation, empathy, compassionate listening, community, 
freedom, union, the benefit of all, gentleness, tenderness, softness, real, raw, vulnerable from 
the heartness, generocity, how may I serve, what may I give, how can I assist, what is the 
loving thing to say, do, be in this moment, upliftment, encouragement, seeing the God (Gift Of 
Divinity) within one another and all, We are also to stand for justice with mercy for those 
beings whom have harmed us all in crimes against humanity and ensure that nae ever again 
this occurs on earth or cosmos! I love and appreciate all of you! It Now begins! ~💜🙏💜🙏

https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10218990139162457 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Well this just confirms what they just did to me (and have done my whole life!) 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/J57zvlFDvm1V/  Thing is though they were never able to fully 
penetrate me with the whole trauma based MK shite! And THAT is what pisses them off and at
the same time has them seek after me both to try again and again, and also to find out why and
how to use my gifts that dinnae allow for such fragmentation to occur as a weapon!

Well this just confirms what they just did to me recently as I have been deathly ill just now 
starting to come out of it to feel somewhat normal (and have done my whole life!) 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/J57zvlFDvm1V/ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Confirmation of my story and how they tried to take my children away from me back in 2004! 
(what CPS really is)  https://youtu.be/qJN5241bZrg 

https://youtu.be/IoEwc7D6xks 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

There are moments whence we feel helpless, powerless, as if all seems hopeless and a I Am 
only just one person, how can I change anything? I ken (know) what that feels like more than 
most with all I have been through as shared of some of my story in all the many what 30 plus 
posts now below here on my timeline. There were moments whence I came to a point where I 
was forced into such pressure in the harm being done to me that I felt like I had nae choice 
other than to choose what it was I was being forced into or die. And although they did what 
they did to my body and many a time attempted to do such with my soul and spirit, the one 
thing they NEVER could do nor never will be able to do is take that from me! And the feeling 
helpless, powerless, hopeless, and as if I Am only one person how can I change anything 
turned into an inner strength, an inner power from Source/God that no one and NOthing can 
ever take from me. Yer alignment, attunement to that Source/God power and to moving in the 
multi~dimensional realms of consciousness nae as a spiritual bypass or self defensive coping 
mechanism to somehow get ye through it, yet coming from the true connection of who ye 
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really are as Soul Embodied IS how ye can change EVERYTHING! Will it help ye to do such in 
those actual moments of the circumstance ye are in such as I of abuse, torture, trauma and 
more....maybe nae, yet what it does do is both help ye to move through the trauma in that 
moment of what is the best for my (and perhaps others if involved) protection/safety in this 
moment, and then a moment by moment awareness that although the coal was pressured so 
much, ye are now a Diamond and that Diamond has tools and talents and capacities within in 
which ye are awake and aware and can choose differently so as to nae ever occur again. Even if
it seems as if we are being pressured into a choice where we feel we nae have any choice, the 
choice ye choose still is that choice and ye become aware that ye are choosing that choice 
willingly for as was said before in my post below~ as the Oracle said in the Matrix~ you 
already made that choice (before you came here to this life) now you are here to remember 
WHY you made that choice and also she said in another part of the film (paraphrasing) here is 
something that is going to bake yer noodle, would you have still made the choice to knock over
that vase if I had nae said anything?....thus it may nae always be the choice that ye would 
prefer to choose given a circumstance, and at the same moment, ye still choose. And the 
freedom to choose IS and WILL ALWAYS BE yers! And within that, ye DO have the power to 
change things for ye are taking yer power back from that whom seeks to take it from ye. Ye are
nae helpless, powerless, at the mercy of some person, circumstance, situation for ye 
demonstrate that through the power of yer choice, that that power is within ye guided by 
Love/Source/God and is ALWAYS, in all ways YERS! And that power can move mountains 
(even if in that moment it appears to nae do such it does as Jesus showed us within his choice 
to willing die)....what do ye choose? How will ye choose rather than be a perceived victim, 
instead to be a victor within choice? The power is always, in all ways, within ye, ye are to just 
come into it within yerself and shine it like the Diamond ye are (and nae accident my surname 
is Diamond eh! A blessed gift from my former husband of his surname and apropos!)....and 
always remember, ye are never alone....even if it seems as if that is the case, ye never are! 
Source/God is always there and whence ye reach out, there are others who are just like ye, for 
we are all connected, in ways that we cannae even fathom at moments....and there are people 
there who really care, even if all ye can see is that loneliness, there is always someone there. 
God always sends us angels....to be continued....
~💜🙏💜🙏

https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10219052342117492 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

As I have been sharing of my story in bits and bobs....I shall continue here now with this~ 
I would like to explain to all of yous just how important what President Trump did yesterday 
within the EO (Executive Order) having to do with social media (see my post on my timeline 
below for more on this if ye missed it). Since its inception, unaware to most of yous I Am sure, 
platforms such as twitter/facebook especially (as well as others if nae all) are ultimately 
controlled by the CCP (Chinese Communist Party) under the guise of their American owners 
and they allow posts like child porn, sex trafficking, human trafficking and worse (and actually
have predators use these platforms to get children and adults so they can rape them, 
sex/human traffick them, sex slave them, satanic rituals, and worse), paedophilia to be ok to 
post on these platforms yet sensor us from speaking our minds under the first amendment. I 
cannae tell ye HOW many times I until yesterday would get hit on on facebook by so called 
men telling me they love me, loving my photos PM's of creepy shite etc which is all part of how
they lure and/or massive friend requests and bizarre shite like that in an attempt to target me 
and others. Some of ye on here can relate to that. 

https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10219052342117492


So what President Trump is doing will regulate them, investigate them and stop all that! This 
also goes hand in hand with the EO's (Executive Orders) on sex/human trafficking signed 
recently in the last few month, as well as, beyond this since President Trump has been in 
office, to STOP this happening to our children and adults alike, it is why the wall on the 
southern border with Mexico is being erected and why recently President Trump has also 
gone after the drug cartels and human/sex traffickers and has been his whole presidency yet 
concentrated much more lately in DUMBS (Deep Underground Military Bases) in which this is 
occurring as ye may have seen my post of such before related to this. As I have shared before, 
this is deeply personal for me, as in many ways I have been subject to such, including 
something that happened to me back in 2014 in which I was so harmed by the cabal that 
whilst I will nae give full details here just now, what I will say is this~ I got to intimately see 
what is underneath Van (Vancouver) Airport and it is an entrance to a DUMB in which they 
threatened me through psychological torture to take me down there if I ever defied them 
(stood up to them) again, nae once but twice! 

I would invite each of ye to do yer own research on what I wrote above related to DUMBS and 
social media. I also have posts related to this below on my timeline or if ye fancy any links just 
message me. Thus, as I said before in my posts here on my timeline, I will say again, this is 
personal for me and these people need to be brought to justice! And this of the social media 
EO from President Trump is a part of that process of which I Am deeply appreciative of 
beyond words that my heart can express just now. As it is a way for all of us the world over to 
feel protected to both speak our hearts and minds free from suppression yet also to be 
safe/protected from things like I write here....to be continued.... ~💜🙏💜🙏

https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10219150726457039 

https://www.facebook.com/Q.TrustThePlan/videos/317161659550564/ 

https://linktr.ee/Q.TrustThePlan 

https://youtu.be/PLx4gtVkdWs  Oh this video is BEYOND confirming in SO many ways! In 
addition to confirming what I already do within my gifts as well! Trump is hated by the cabal 
for the same reason as I Am, our multi~dimensional time traveling gifts. This is how I access 
the Akasha as well! 
It seems we are hated/sought after by the cabal for the same reason President Trump https://
youtu.be/PLx4gtVkdWs There are many parallels and connections between us (ye and me) I 
already ken (know)....The Best is Yet to Come! ~💜💥💜💥

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

My video on how they tried to off me 
https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/videos/10219159440154876/  and 
https://youtu.be/PFpCnrZErEE 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

This day and due to all on in America with the staged and also purposefully induced riots 
occurring, I feel this proverb is quite apropos~
A woman’s highest calling is to lead a man to his soul, so as to unite him with Source. Her 
lowest calling is to seduce, separating man from his soul and leave him aimlessly wandering. A
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man’s highest calling is to protect woman, so she is free to walk the earth unharmed. Man’s 
lowest calling is to ambush and force his way into the life of a woman.
~Cherokee Proverb 
It may appear as if all is falling apart, yet that is whence all actually begins to fall into place. 
Like whence we get ill with a flu or virus, we often experience a healing crisis of things getting 
worse before they get better....this is where we are at this moment....yet always 
remember....just as ye heal from a flu or virus ye get better eh!....so too is what is occurring 
now....we are getting better through purging the chaos and....we are better, together!
The BEST is YET to COME! WWG1 WGA!!!! WORLDWIDE!....to be continued....~💜 💜🌞💜🌞

https://twitter.com/NenariLemuria/status/1267068967627173888 
https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10219167133107195 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

....so to continue my story of how the DS (Deep State) cabal have harmed me, making me a TI 
(targeted individual) since before birth....
Now that President Trump has come out with this publicly today 
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1270325223242506241  I feel I can share more of my 
story....
Back in 2010, just 3 day before I went back home to Canada to be with my twinsoul, this man 
by the name of Tom (he called himself Tom, though I gave him his soul name during our 
conversations of Kiounton) contacted me on a spiritual/psychic line I was on giving Akasha 
(Akashic Record) Reading Sessions on....he would often call in and spend lots of money on the 
line (and subsequently offline asking me to make channels for him) and asking me questions 
all about satanic rituals, cannibalism, eating other beings and such wanting to ken (know) if I 
knew of this, if it was possible, what my personal beliefs were about such etc. He said he lived 
in Seattle which we all ken (know) is a haven for sex trafficking/human trafficking, DUMBS 
(Deep Underground Military Bases) in which these things along with torture, rape, 
experimentation of humans, cannibalism, satanic rituals are done. He continued this contact 
with me between 2010 and 2016 off and on and he had a facebook account as well which is no
longer around and he would message me off of it and I still have those messages. He was very 
creepy in my interactions with him and I knew that I was both being watched by the cabal and 
they were also attempting to use me for my gifts (as I shared of in my Project Looking Glass 
video here https://youtu.be/l1VMLtJXhdc  which I never gave fully away) and also trying to get 
me sucked into their satanic crap which I never would do. I have had several over the many 
years (including one recently who claimed to want to have sessions with me due to twinsoul 
connection and immediately began talking about her twinsoul having demons and how he had
to feed them and other satanic stuff trying to get me into that energy which I never would), 
and it has been very scary to be targeted and so President Trump finally outing them today 
has me feel that soon they will all be exposed and indicted in military tribunals for their 
crimes against humanity. If any of ye have yet to see films like Fall Cabal, Out of Shadows, and 
look into DUMBS, I would invite ye to so ye can come to understand more....being targeted like 
this has nae been easy for me, yet I always see right through them so able to suss them out 
right away....this has nae been easy for me, yet I ken (know) that President Trump, Q, and the 
alliance around the world are ridding of these lost souls so they nae harm me or others 
anymore....the spiritual gifts I have that I was born with are nae of the devil nor do I use them 
as such. My connection with God/Source and the Akasha (Akashic Records) is something to be
honoured and revered and this I do and I use such to help humanity and always have and I will
NEVER succumb to their luciferian agendas! this is only one reason why (among others I have 
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shared and more I have yet to share) that this is personal for me what is on in this world 
now....to be continued....~💜🙏💜🙏
https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10219246126361977 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Ok, so this is something I shared with a woman I mentor (and before that on the day of the 
space launch with my twinsoul) that I feel now to post here now to share with all. This is what 
I wrote her~
What if I were to tell ye that the space launch was fake? As was the moon landing and more? 
What if I were to tell ye that we never have YET gone to space? Might be hard to believe but it 
is true! Just like we have been lied to with SO many things, that too was fake! And here to show
that is the case have a look at this from the 'supposed' launch on the Saturday gone 
https://twitter.com/BeachMilk/status/1267018581633495040 if ye watch closely ye will see 
a mouse! Now how is it a mouse can withstand the heat and pressure of going into space? 
Answer is it can't, it would literally disenegrate! All the space launches etc have been nothing 
more than filmed just like they do for the movies! They light a rocket, shuttle or whatever and 
ye see it go off aye, but what happens is it goes AROUND the earth! I will explain why and here 
is where the good news comes in~

   SO here is the good news! Now that ye understand that President Trump is a time traveler (
https://youtu.be/PLx4gtVkdWs  which also ties into my video here 
https://youtu.be/l1VMLtJXhdc  and my post 
https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10219159187348556 ), ye also understand it is 
possible for us to really travel into space and multi~dimensions. This is done with Tesla's 
technology that was 'stolen' whence Tesla was investigated, in other words silenced whence 
he discovered this. BUT guess WHO got all the papers on his work? Are ye ready? None other 
than President Trump's uncle John Trump who was called in by the FBI to examine Tesla's 
works whence they were seized (reference https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikola_Tesla  and 
the link to his work and more here http://u.pc.cd/uLRctalK ). SO guess who kept those 
documents and ended up giving them to our beloved President? Do ye see where this is going?
How exciting this really is?

   Ok, SO President Trump knowing this, he reignited NASA (which the cabal shut down so as to
continue to suppress any hopes of space travel for us etc using Tesla technology) and Mr. 
Trump has also created Space Force, complete with an EO (Executive Order(s)) for us to travel 
to the moon, Space Force itself etc and ye can see that here in this video 
https://youtu.be/_0S99FJ2at8  and in this video if ye listen closely to what President Trump 
says, ye will see the clues of how he knows what I Am sharing with ye here.  SO this said, he 
allowed Elon Musk (who is with the cabal, he is funded by George Soros who is one of the 13 
cabal bloodline families ruling this earth https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=jS_kYRP7XN4&t=11s  and by the way causing the riots ye see, he is funding ANTIFA!) to do 
his Space X stuff knowing it was all fake and I will explain why in a moment! During all this 
lead up to the launch, NASA's name was on all this BUT NEVER Space Force on it. So one is to 
wonder why? Well here is why. Both the fact that Trump knows the launches are fake AND 
what if I were to tell ye that the earth is flat? That it is really a torodial field but what we live 
upon is flat? SO Mr. Trump also knows this. And I Am going to share with ye how he knows in a
moment, yet I would invite ye to dive into more on this both here in something I wrote 
https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10211961460529884  and then also within this 
link https://www.youtube.com/user/MrMartinkenny/videos  good place to start for flat 
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earth, whence ye click on the link  scroll down all the way to the first video from 3 year gone 
and begin there 🙂

   Ok, so with all this said, since the earth is flat and whence ye dive into the videos I sent ye the
link of this will make more sense to ye, what happens is everytime a 'rocket' is launched, it 
simply orbits the earth as it cannae penetrate the firmament dome we have. So now this said, 
on the Saturday, if ye notice this here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oatnevF4_hE  this 
is President Trump's speech at the Kennedy Space Centre after the supposed 'launch' in his 
speech ye will notice at one point that President Trump says looking at Elon Musk of how he 
and Space X are launching astronauts orbiting around the earth! NAE out into space, NAE 
orbiting in space, nae anything like that, BUT says specifically launching astronauts orbiting 
around the earth! 
So here is the places where he says certain things~
22:19 which is many, many stories of only engine and fuel 

28:57 Space X became the first private company to put humans into orbit around the Earth.
29:04
Elon Musk, congratulations.
29:07
Congratulations, Elon.

30:13 From now on, the United States will leverage the fast-growing capabilities of our 
commercial sector and the finest pieces of real estate on Earth --which you need very badly -- 
to send U.S.astronauts into space.

Telling eh! So why would he say such a thing? One thing to understand about Trump is he 
NEVER says anything incorrectly and he always says something for a specific reason! SO this 
was said deliberately and is due to ALL I have shared with ye above that he is FULLY aware of 
and he set it as a trap for Elon AND then also in this speech ye will notice how he also made a 
big deal about how he/we created (we he says as in him and his administration) created Space
Force which ye noticed is NAE mentioned at all in being part of this launch and how Space 
Force is going to be amasing etc. So now that he has outed Elon, the process has begun to 
expose the fake launch and Elon and Soros and once he is done with cabal Elon he (Trump) 
will show everyone how we REALLY do it eh with Space Force and Tesla's time travel and 
space travel! Which then opens things up for us all to have things like are in Star Trek (which 
is real by the way and is occurring in another dimension and the cabal used Looking Glass 
technology to put that into the series of it) teleportation, space travel, time 
travel/multi~dimensional travel. 

AND guess what? YOU and all of us will get to experience it, probably in 2021! Which goes to 
what Trump also emphasied in his speech (and has many times recently) about how next year 
is going to be beyond what any of us can imagine (paraphrasing his words) and the best is yet 
to come! We will nae longer be bound to just this earth and will be able to meet and connect 
with other beings, other planets, stars, star systems, and do things like levitate, have cars or 
better said vehicles that hover, so much more! So that something on the tip of yer tongue and 
what ye are looking to immerse yerself into, here it is! The videos and links I sent ye above will
get ye started!  For aye as ye said this all has ye think beyond just yerself and there is SO 🥰
much more now opening up. Right now, we are dealing with the muck, aye, but what is coming
is beyond amasing! I will leave ye with this to explore for now and will check back in with ye 
on it soon

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oatnevF4_hE


P.S. whence ye hear the video on the Space Force flag, listen to what President Trump and the 
others say? They all speak about defending in space and a space war etc....why is that? Because
Star Wars IS REAL (again the cabal used the Looking Glass technology to put it in the film, 
predictive programming) and so ultimately along with what I wrote below, America is now 
able to defend itself as well as for us to be able to travel in space and that they (Trump and 
others in his sphere) have actually been accessing space and the multi~dimensions through 
what I shared below of Tesla's energy and the cabal factions are there as well in the 
intergalactic realms....to be continued....~💜🙏💜🙏

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=10219298567872982&set=a.2234042248579&type=3 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

....so to continue with my story (and if ye hath nae read such thus far, I have it here at this link 
http://www.diamondlady.net/assets/files/MyStory.pdf   of all my posts thus far on 
facebook/twitter)....back in 2003 to 2004, as I had just published my first book on 
homeschooling (unschooling/Life Long Learning, actually called Life Long Learning, published
under my earthly name as I nae felt safe enough to use my soul name and had nae legally 
changed it yet) I was receiving both channeled wisdom from God/Source, the Akasha within 
the multi~dimensions, and then subsequently actual research on multi~dimensional 
consciousness, hypnosis (which I had been into self~hypnosis and such for many a year and is
how I gave birth to my first son back in 1991), and more....

....so the cabal knowing that I had such research and was going to publish it in my upcoming 
second book (which I published in 2006), both my research, along with my identity was stolen
in 2004. And just after this to bring the point home, the cabal then sicked CPS (Child Protective
Services) on me saying they had several reports from people that I was harming my children 
(due to homeschooling)....at the time, my former husband and I were separated and thus I had 
him come down from where he was staying (living) with his father at the time so we could 
show a joint stable front against CPS and for my children....what most dinnae ken (don't know)
is that the CPS's of the world are nae there to protect yer children, they were created as a 
means to take children from their parents so that they can be child trafficked, sex trafficked, 
human trafficked, satanic ritual sacrificed, rape, child porn, organ harvesting for cannibalism, 
etc in the DUMBS (Deep Underground Military Bases) that are throughout the world in which 
the cabal illuminati elite (including famous people ye ken (know) in music, sports, films etc, 
politicians, the 13 main illuminati bloodlines etc) can continue. This is also why millions of 
children go missing every year, as well as adults....many social workers etc really feel in their 
hearts they are doing a good thing yet they have nae clue what is really on with it all for if they 
did, they would never be part of such, many are so in the dark on this....

....Knowing this and knowing what they were about to do, is why I called my former husband 
and we were able to save our children from such a fate as we made sure the social worker 
would never do such as we had done nothing wrong and well by law they cannae tell ye who 
made the calls of course yet on the surface I knew one of our 'neighbours' was a cabal spy and 
was certain she was one who called and sadly I also knew that my family was probably 
another one (will have to share why of the background of my family in their satanic origins at 
a later time, which is why I have nae anything to do with them)....the social worker (bless her 
heart, definitely an angel sent from God/Source) said to us that homeschooling was nae illegal 
and that school choice was the best for children and she could see there was nae anything that
would warrant our children being harmed by us and she dropped the case. Thank GOD! Yet I 
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KNEW where all this came from (including me being followed etc) and it goes along with the 
whole of my story thus far I have shared and also this above....the cabal were making it most 
clear that if I publish anything in my then new book (2006) regarding the research I came into 
that they would go after nae only me but what I loved most my children....

....needless to say I only published certain things in that book and also since that time I was 
and have been what they nowadays call as shadowbanned online....before it was even called 
such, anytime my youtube videos or facebook or anything starts gaining momentum, it gets 
shadowbanned. I have had SO many come to me over the many years before and since internet
saying to me, that I have so much wisdom within me and such a wealth of research confirming 
it and that I have transformed their lives and why Am I nae out there more with my work, well 
this is why....there is much more to this of my story, yet this is a piece of it here....and why I 
share it now is that I just discovered this 
https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-00788R001700210016-5.pdf  it
has now come to light! THIS set of documents here was one of many research documents that 
I had that was stolen as I share above....

....subsequently to this, in 2008 and 2010 (twice) whence I went home to Canada, all three 
times I was harassed at the border and questioned (interrogated) and worse (which I will 
share later more on this) and during such, they demanded that somehow I had been to 
Quebec/Montreal area....which I came to understand why....due to what I wrote above here of 
my identity being stolen, someone (and I have reason to suspect a clone of me had been made 
by the cabal as aye, there is cloning that has been occurring of many since the 1940's and any 
of yous whom have watched X Files that is predictive programming as I have shared of such 
before in my other posts, see link above, that X Files is nae just a show, it is REAL and an in yer 
face account of some of what they do in the DUMBS) had used my identity to go into Canada 
there which I have nae been there to that part of Canada before....there is more to share with 
this which I will soon, and now ye can understand more why for me this is personal and how 
deeply appreciative I Am to Trump, Q, and the alliance of those the world over whom are 
bringing justice with mercy to these beings whom have harmed me, my children, and so so 
many....aye, there is more, much more I shall share as I feel protected/safe enough to do so, yet 
for now, have a look at the amasing file above to understand more on consciousness....to be 
continued....~💜♾🙏💜

https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10219312913631617 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Go ahead and do such....I will wait! ~💜💥💜💥
5676977

https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10219316002108827 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

My Dearest Beautiful Soul Family~
This week and beyond it is going to be quite difficult for the masses. Many of yous are 
awakening yet there are so many who are unaware. Having had my own path in being harmed 
by the cabal (and if ye hath nae read of such what I have shared of my story thus far is here 
http://www.diamondlady.net/assets/files/MyStory.pdf ) for me, it was hard enough going through 
what I did and as it is now being revealed more and more of the horrible things that many in 
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this photo (along with many others) hath done, many will be shocked and sickened by such 
truths coming to Light from the darkness now. This week and going froward is set to be a hard 
week with all that is starting to come out about the children and all involved of the many in 
sports, music, film etc as well and this is Epsteins little black book 
http://www.mediafire.com/file/w9hszb9xq1ad709/JELBB.pdf/file and of Q's list (which is partial 
there are more) here https://qposts.online/post/4577 and then these posts I did here https://
www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10219449585848337  and 
https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10219454297846134  and 
https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10219475377013100 
and https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10219458251424971  and https://www.facebook.com/
photo.php?fbid=10219440799828692&set=a.2234042248579&type=3 and on Turkish 
mainstream media last weekend  https://twitter.com/DogFluffpup/status/1277214867351625738 
and there is more coming out)....this week will be a hard purple pill (multi~dimensional 
awakening) week for the masses of the realisation of it all. To many this will shatter their 
world as they knew it. For all of the supposed 'stars' they hath come to honour and revere in 
music, sport, film etc will now be revealed to have been part of such horrible crimes against 
humanity. Understand something beautiful souls~ ALL of those in film, music, sport in some 
form or fashion are involved in the cabal. It is a prerequisite for being famous, they require ye 
to 'sell yer soul' to their satanic ways and is why I never did such even though they tried to 
lure me many a times into such over many years and then harmed me for nae 'obeying'. Some 
are by being sold into the cabal through nae fault of their own like MJ (Michael Jacksonand 
there is more coming out)....this week will be a hard purple pill (multi~dimensional 
awakening) week for the masses of the realisation of it all. To many this will shatter their 
world as they knew it. For all of the supposed 'stars' they hath come to honour and revere in 
music, sport, film etc will now be revealed to have been part of such horrible crimes against 
humanity. Understand something beautiful souls~ ALL of those in film, music, sport in some 
form or fashion are involved in the cabal. It is a prerequisite for being famous, they require ye 
to 'sell yer soul' to their satanic ways and is why I never did such even though they tried to 
lure me many a times into such over many years and then harmed me for nae 'obeying'. Some 
are by being sold into the cabal through nae fault of their own like MJ (Michael Jackson) and all
the Jacksons are or were. Some are only in a little bit and nae involved in the deeper stuff, 
some are really hard core into it and some have attempted to get out yet it is like the mafia, 
once in nae matter what way that happened, the only way ye get out is death and this is why 
whence the cabal falls ye will see some of those ye name will go with them, some will be 
relieved they can get out and are free finally, and everything in between. Those who get out 
and are free are too (also) traumatised and will need healing as we all collectively will.

Being that I have been through this personally and healed from it, I stand at the ready here for 
ye and for all who require assistance in healing from this that is being revealed. There are 
deeper levels of compassion and healing to come into in deeper understandings (some of 
which I shared here years gone in this video here https://youtu.be/GIcqd3vGbzc  and also in my 
link of my story above, as well as is shared in the film Kymatica here 
https://youtu.be/AanQ2mY2jjc  ) We in the ken (know) whom already ken (know) of this and 
hath healed through it are now the ones to step up and to be there for any whom are hurting 
through this as now on forward this is the hard part of the 'war' as it were. These tragedies are
what will unite all of humanity. For the children harmed. Now is the time. Dark to Light, all 
that has been and is dark/shadow coming up and out into the Light to heal. Now are the 
moments to be within deep meditation and connection with Love/God/Source and also with 
one another holding that healing Light of Source's Love and vision that humanity is beautiful 
and IS the Love that God/Source is. Whence one hurts we all hurt. As one heals, we all heal. 
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Now more than ever, unity is what we require. Nurture yerselves and one another and ken 
(know) I Am here for ye if ye require such. WWG1 WGA! Worldwide! ~💜 💜🙏💜🙏

https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10219479077185602 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I was asked recently that if God/Source is so real then why it is that God/Source has us suffer and 
creates wars and horrible things in our lives, to which I answered with the following wisdom~
It is nae God who does such, it is man who creates such and God/Source created us with Divine 
Free Choice (Divine Free Will) as well as God's/Source's will and our task is to choose God/Source.
Relative to how much or little we do individually/collectively will be our experience. Peace is free 
from being the absence of conflict, it is who ye are choosing to be within conflict....are ye choosing 
peace? Are ye choosing Love and all its attributes of loving kindness, compassion, caring, giving, 
showing another you love them and telling them, co~creation, co~operation, empathy, 
compassionate listening, community, freedom, union, the benefit of all, gentleness, tenderness, 
softness, real, raw, vulnerable from the heartness, generocity, how may I serve, what may I give, 
how can I assist, what is the loving thing to say, do, be in this moment, upliftment, encouragement, 
seeing the God (Gift Of Divinity) within one another and all during such moments of conflict? To 
the degree ye are being this will be to the degree that yer experience is
~💜🙏💜🙏
https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10219499631699452 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

To continue with my story in sharing as I have here in other posts (and for this please see here
http://www.diamondlady.net/assets/files/MyStory.pdf )....sharing all this as I have has nae 
been easy, yet I feel to assist humanity is why I do....

People are to really understand what the masks really represent. Many misguide people due to
fear and indoctrination by mass media, governments etc think they are supposed to wear 
masks yet it is unlawful, illegal, etc as I have shared here 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=10219503249989907&set=a.2234042248579&type=3 and also here 
https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2020/04/commentary-masks-all-covid-19-
not-based-sound-data  ....
BEYOND that though, is to really understand what is deeper behind wearing a mask. It is 
submission, it is also related to torture and harm. Bless this beautiful Divine Masculine man 
for posting this here https://twitter.com/martingeddes/status/1284162895291523072 and 
my response to it was this (as I posted it onto my twitter ~ 'Having been raped at 15 by a man 
who I worked with who was clearly connected to the cabal & having had that experience ye 
write I can attest to that & is why I dinnae wear such nor do I support people who do because 
of the reminder of the trauma (though I healed) inflicted upon me'

I will go further and share that as a child often times whence I was beaten by my mother with 
a tree branch (we had a purple tree in our front garden in which whence she was to beat me 
would tell me to go out and get my 'switch') or a shoe or a brush, belt, whatever was handy, 
she would often cover my mouth to keep me from being heard whilst she beat me. Or other 
times whence she would stick a bar of soap in my mouth to as she said 'wash the sass out of 
my mouth with soap to 'clean' me' she would do such covering my mouth sticking the bar of 
soap in and covering her hand over my mouth....this went on from the time I was a wee lass 
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(earliest memories I have were from being 2 being beaten because I had soiled my nappie and 
my mother covering my mouth to silence my screams as she beat the sh*te in my nappie 
smearing it all over me as she did) until I was 13 whence in self defence I grabbed a knife on 
the kitchen counter whence she was going to grab me to beat me so as to stop her from 
harming me any further....

In being raped at 15, I was raped by a man whom I worked with who told me he would give 
me a lift home (my parents refused to come collect me and demanded I walk home or find 
someone else to bring me as I was working too late (10pm) for them!), he deliberately took me
to the church carpark (church was a block from where I stayed/lived) and he raped me in the 
car with his hand over my mouth to shut me up....I barely got out of the car alive and I 
struggled to get home and whence I arrived I had my father tell me I deserved such! The man 
who raped me I came to find out later on was a serial rapist and clearly involved in cabal 
satanic stuff/sex trafficking etc. and it was because of this and the fear I had being so young 
that I dinnae file a police report nor pursue any court action for fear of what he or others 
would do to me. In all such instances (along with others I have yet to share) I felt and was 
literally powerless, suppressed, controlled, and unable to be freed from such, I had nae choice 
but to comply!

Though I have healed from such PTSD and e~motional/psychological/mental/spiritual 
abuse/torture/trauma (and teach others how to heal from such as well), things like masks, 
loud noises, bright lights (from other tortureous things that happened to me as well as what I 
write above here) and other such things still linger and probably always will. There are just 
some things that nae matter how healed/integrated ye become and how spiritual ye are, that 
always stay with ye. 

I was in the supermarket this day and everyone in the shoppe (Tesco's) was wearing masks, 
except me....and bless her one other beautiful Divine Feminine Goddess....I approached her and
said how good it felt to be around someone like me....she responded 'aye, I feel like we are in 
some sci fi film of horror' and I agreed with her and said that it is mad and she said I hope 
people soon start getting it like we do and that this ends soon....I agreed with her and we 
smiled with one another and then continued on with our shopping....she kens (knows), she 
understands, gets it....it felt good to be free....and nae anyone in the shoppe looked at me funny 
and the gentleman and lady at the till both were kind as well, there was an unsaid 
understanding that they could feel within what I write here....

So besides breathing in yer own CO2 and causing hypercapnia along with perhaps any stress 
or anxiety it would cause me or anyone wearing such, there is another deeper side to the 
whole mask wearing that is a psychological form of torture that is being perpetrated upon 
humanity that is nae being spoken of much....even our wee ones (children) are being forced to 
wear such by their parents etc which is child abuse! Please be mindful of what it is ye are 
choosing to comply with. In what I shared above I had nae choice but to comply....YOU DO 
HAVE a choice!....and to those in the governments whom have the power to stop this madness 
(President Trump and Q and others) please, remember yer oath and do so....for ALL our 
sakes!....to be continued.... ~💜🙏💜🙏

https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10219579852784929 

NOTE~ after my posting this I watched this https://youtu.be/i805T4W86QU which ties in with 
what I write here. Although he is a bit brash yet the information in here is spot on! Thank you Dan 
Bongino!
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Wisdom on NESARA/GESARA https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=10219011282611030&set=a.2234042248579&type=3 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10219011282531028&set=a.2234042248579&type=3 

https://www.facebook.com/Nenari/posts/10219250883040891 

https://youtu.be/fKr2rbHtoSQ 
https://youtu.be/rtT0BVhVLdc 
https://youtu.be/RDM3XNxpmiQ 

Also more about similar thing of OPPT https://i-uv.com/oppt-absolute/original-oppt-ucc-filings/ 
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